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Early or Delayed Cardioversion in Recent-Onset Atrial Fibrillation


BACKGROUND

Patients with recent-onset atrial fibrillation commonly undergo immediate restoration of sinus rhythm by pharmacologic or electrical cardioversion. However, whether immediate restoration of sinus rhythm is necessary is not known, since atrial fibrillation often terminates spontaneously.

METHODS

In a multicenter, randomized, open-label, noninferiority trial, we randomly assigned patients with hemodynamically stable, recent-onset (<36 hours), symptomatic atrial fibrillation in the emergency department to be treated with a wait-and-see approach (delayed-cardioversion group) or early cardioversion. The wait-and-see approach involved initial treatment with rate-control medication only and delayed cardioversion if the atrial fibrillation did not resolve within 48 hours. The primary end point was the presence of sinus rhythm at 4 weeks. Noninferiority would be shown if the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval for the between-group difference in the primary end point in percentage points was more than −10.

RESULTS

The presence of sinus rhythm at 4 weeks occurred in 193 of 212 patients (91%) in the delayed-cardioversion group and in 202 of 215 (94%) in the early-cardioversion group (between-group difference, −2.9 percentage points; 95% confidence interval [CI], −8.2 to 2.2; P=0.005 for noninferiority). In the delayed-cardioversion group, conversion to sinus rhythm within 48 hours occurred spontaneously in 150 of 218 patients (69%) and after delayed cardioversion in 61 patients (28%). In the early-cardioversion group, conversion to sinus rhythm occurred spontaneously before the initiation of cardioversion in 36 of 219 patients (16%) and after cardioversion in 171 patients (78%). Among the patients who completed remote monitoring during 4 weeks of follow-up, a recurrence of atrial fibrillation occurred in 49 of 164 patients (30%) in the delayed-cardioversion group and in 50 of 171 (29%) in the early-cardioversion group. Within 4 weeks after randomization, cardiovascular complications occurred in 10 patients and 8 patients, respectively.

CONCLUSIONS

In patients presenting to the emergency department with recent-onset, symptomatic atrial fibrillation, a wait-and-see approach was noninferior to early cardioversion in achieving a return to sinus rhythm at 4 weeks. (Funded by the Netherlands Organization for Health Research and Development and others; RACE 7 ACWAS ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT02248753.)
PATIENTS WITH RECENT-ONSET, SYMPTOMATIC ATRIAL FIBRILLATION COMMONLY UNDERGO IMMEDIATE RESTORATION OF SINUS RHYTHM BY MEANS OF PHARMACOLOGIC OR ELECTRICAL CARDIOVERSION. However, it is questionable whether immediate restoration of sinus rhythm is necessary, since atrial fibrillation often terminates spontaneously. Alternatively, a wait-and-see approach that includes the administration of rate-control medication and delayed cardioversion only if necessary may avoid hospitalization and overtreatment. Therefore, we conducted a multicenter, randomized trial, RACE 7 ACWAS (Rate Control versus Electrical Cardioversion Trial 7–Acute Cardioversion versus Wait and See), to find out whether a wait-and-see approach would be noninferior to early cardioversion for obtaining sinus rhythm.

METHODS

TRIAL OVERSIGHT

We conducted this noninferiority trial in the cardiology departments of 15 hospitals in the Netherlands, including 3 academic hospitals, 8 nonacademic teaching hospitals, and 4 nonteaching hospitals. The trial was initiated by the investigators and coordinated by the Maastricht University Medical Center. The trial was approved by the institutional review board at each of the participating sites and the review board at each of the participating sites approved the protocol (available with the full text of this article at NEJM.org). A detailed overview of the trial design has been reported previously.

All the patients provided written informed consent.

Staff members of the independent Clinical Trial Center Maastricht performed the trial monitoring and data management. The trial was supported by the Netherlands Organization for Health Research and Development–Health Care Efficiency Research Program and Maastricht University Medical Center. Boehringer Ingelheim provided some devices for remote monitoring of patients by electrocardiography (ECG) but had no role in the design or execution of the trial; company representatives did not review the protocol or the manuscript. Investigators from the Department of Cardiology affiliated with the Heart and Vascular Center at the Maastricht University Medical Center designed the trial, collected and managed the data, and performed the statistical analyses. The writing committee wrote the manuscript, and all the steering committee members made the decision to submit it for publication. The authors had unrestricted access to the data and vouch for the accuracy and completeness of the data and analyses and for the fidelity of the trial to the protocol.

PATIENTS

From October 2014 through September 2018, we enrolled adults (≥18 years of age) who had presented to the emergency department with hemodynamically stable, symptomatic, recent-onset (<36 hours), first-detected or recurrent atrial fibrillation, without signs of myocardial ischemia or a history of persistent atrial fibrillation (for the purpose of this trial defined as lasting for >48 hours). All the patients qualified as being candidates for either a wait-and-see approach or early cardioversion. Previous cardioversion did not exclude a patient from the trial. Details regarding the inclusion and exclusion criteria are provided in Table S1 in the Supplementary Appendix, available at NEJM.org.

RANDOMIZATION AND TREATMENT

Patients were randomly assigned in a 1:1 ratio to the wait-and-see approach (delayed-cardioversion group) or to standard care of early cardioversion (early-cardioversion group). Randomization was performed with the use of a centralized Web-based system. Patients and attending physicians were aware of the trial-group assignments.

The wait-and-see approach consisted of the administration of rate-control medication, including intravenous or oral β-adrenergic–receptor blocking agents, nondihydropyridine calcium-channel blockers, or digoxin. These medications were given in increasing doses to obtain relief of symptoms and a heart rate of 110 beats per minute or less. Patients were discharged when their condition was determined to be clinically stable. An outpatient clinic visit was planned for the next day, as close as possible to 48 hours after the onset of symptoms. At this visit, the heart rhythm was reassessed on a 12-lead ECG. If atrial fibrillation was still present, patients were referred to the emergency department for delayed cardioversion.

Early cardioversion consisted of pharmacologic cardioversion, preferably with flecainide. Electrical cardioversion was performed in patients with contraindications to pharmacologic cardioversion and in patients with previous or current unsuccessful pharmacologic cardioversion. Patients were
discharged when their condition was determined to be clinically stable.

In patients with a high risk of stroke who had not received previous anticoagulation, such treatment was initiated before or immediately after cardioversion. Transesophageal echocardiography was not performed in any patient. Long-term oral anticoagulation was continued in accordance with the current guidelines based on the patient’s score on the CHA2DS2-VASc scale. This scale is used to evaluate the presence of congestive heart failure, hypertension, diabetes, and stroke or transient ischemic attack according to the patient’s age and sex, along with the presence of vascular disease, including peripheral arterial disease, previous myocardial infarction, and aortic atheroma. Scores range from 0 to 9, with higher scores indicating greater risk. If complications occurred during emergency department treatments, patients were admitted to the hospital. The need to initiate or intensify drugs for rate and rhythm control was assessed at each contact with patients.

**FOLLOW-UP**

For all the patients, a visit to the outpatient clinic was scheduled at 4 weeks. The ECG result that was used to assess the primary end point was obtained during this visit. Furthermore, a complete medical history that included a review of symptomatic recurrences, medication use, complications, and hospital admissions was taken. Depending on the availability of devices, patients used ECG telemetry (MyDiagnostick, Applied Biomedical Systems) three times daily or in case of symptoms until the 4-week visit to detect recurrences. (Devices could not be provided to 102 patients because of a lack of availability.) If patients had serious symptoms, they could visit the emergency department or the outpatient clinic. An overview of the trial design is provided in Figure S1 in the Supplementary Appendix.

**END POINTS**

The primary end point was the presence of sinus rhythm on ECG recorded at the 4-week trial visit. All ECGs were centrally assessed for the presence of sinus rhythm by the first two authors. Secondary end points included the duration of the index visit at the emergency department, emergency department visits related to atrial fibrillation, cardiovascular complications, and time until recurrence of atrial fibrillation. Cardiovascular complications were defined as events leading to an emergency department visit or hospital admission and included heart failure, ischemic stroke, transient ischemic attack, unstable angina or acute coronary syndrome, symptomatic bradycardia or tachycardia, or hypotension. At the 4-week follow-up visit, we assessed the patients’ quality of life using the Atrial Fibrillation Effect on Quality-of-Life questionnaire (AFEQT), with scores ranging from 0 to 100 and higher scores indicating a better quality of life. All secondary end points of the trial are listed in Table S2 in the Supplementary Appendix.

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

The primary end-point analysis was designed to test whether a wait-and-see approach was noninferior to early cardioversion, as determined by the percentage of patients who were in sinus rhythm at 4 weeks after the index visit. Noninferiority would be shown if the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval for the between-group difference in the primary end point in percentage points was more than −10 (i.e., the difference between the percentage in the delayed-cardioversion group minus the percentage in the early-cardioversion group). This estimation is equivalent to one-sided noninferiority testing with an alpha of 0.025. A noninferiority margin of 10 percentage points was considered acceptable, given the natural variation in the presence of sinus rhythm, the generally low effect of the absence of sinus rhythm on prognosis of the patient, and the availability of good treatment options should treatment be necessary. Using PASS (Power Analysis and Sample Size) software, version 14, we determined that an enrollment of 412 patients would provide a power of 90% to determine noninferiority, assuming that at least 90% of the patients in the two groups had met the primary end point. To allow for attrition, we aimed to enroll 437 patients.

In the primary analysis, we included all the patients who had undergone randomization, except for 10 patients who had withdrawn consent or been lost to follow-up (Fig. 1). We used the method of Farrington and Manning to calculate the 95% confidence interval for the between-group difference in the primary end point. In post hoc sensitivity analyses that included all the patients who had undergone randomization, the results were similar to those in the primary analysis (Table S3 in the Supplementary Appendix).
The time until recurrent atrial fibrillation was analyzed in a subgroup of 335 patients in whom telemetric monitoring had been performed. We performed a Kaplan–Meier analysis to calculate the time until recurrence of atrial fibrillation and used the Cox proportional-hazards method to calculate hazard ratios with 95% confidence intervals. We used the chi-square test or Fisher’s ex-

Figure 1. Screening, Randomization, and Follow-up.

In the delayed-cardioversion group, patients received rate-control medication and were discharged when their condition was determined to be clinically stable. An outpatient clinic visit was planned for the next day, as close as possible to 48 hours after the onset of symptoms of atrial fibrillation (AF). At this visit, the heart rhythm was reassessed on 12-lead electrocardiography (ECG). If atrial fibrillation was still present, patients were referred to the emergency department for delayed cardioversion. In the early-cardioversion group, patients underwent immediate pharmacologic or electrical cardioversion, depending on their medical history. SSS denotes sick sinus syndrome, and WPW Wolff–Parkinson–White syndrome.
act test to compare categorical variables and the independent t-test or the Hodges–Lehmann test to compare continuous variables. There was no prespecified plan to adjust for multiple comparisons. Results for secondary end points are reported with 95% confidence intervals without P values. The calculations were not adjusted for multiple comparisons, and inferences drawn from the intervals may not be reproducible. All statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS software, version 25.

RESULTS

PATIENTS

Of the 437 patients who had undergone randomization, 218 were assigned to the delayed-cardioversion group and 219 to the early-cardioversion group (Table 1). The mean (±SD) age was 65±11 years; 176 patients (40%) were female, and 192 (44%) had a first episode of atrial fibrillation. Palpitations were the most common symptom (87%), followed by exercise-induced fatigue (26%). An increased risk of stroke, as reflected by a CHA2DS2-VASc score of 2 or higher, was seen in 279 patients (64%). At enrollment, 175 patients (40%) were taking oral anticoagulant drugs, and in 127 patients (29%) anticoagulation was initiated during the index visit (Table S4 in the Supplementary Appendix). The distribution of stroke risk and implementation of anticoagulant therapy are shown in Figure S2 in the Supplementary Appendix.

A screening log was kept in two of the trial centers. Of the 3706 patients who had undergone screening, 2581 (70%) were excluded. The most common reasons for exclusion were a duration of screening, 2581 (70%) were excluded. The most common reasons for exclusion were a duration of 36 hours and a common reasons for exclusion were a duration of

Within 4 weeks after randomization (including during the index visit), 10 cardiovascular complications occurred in the delayed-cardioversion group (including 1 patient with ischemic stroke and 3 with acute coronary syndrome or unstable angina) and 8 in the early-cardioversion group (including 1 patient with transient ischemic attack and 3 with acute coronary syndrome or unstable angina). There were no deaths during follow-up. A full list of events is available in Table S6 in the Supplementary Appendix.

The total median duration of the index visit (including delayed cardioversion if necessary) was 120 minutes (range, 60 to 253) in the delayed-cardioversion group and 158 minutes (range, 110 to 228) in the early-cardioversion group. The Hodges–Lehmann estimate for the difference in medians between the two groups was 30 minutes (95% CI, 6 to 51).

Telemetric ECG recordings were available for 335 patients (164 in the delayed-cardioversion group and 171 in the early-cardioversion group). Within 4 weeks after the index visit, a documented recurrence of atrial fibrillation occurred in 49 patients (30%) in the delayed-cardioversion group and in 50 patients (29%) in the early-cardioversion group. The incidence of a first recurrence of atrial fibrillation in a time-to-event analysis was similar in the two groups (hazard ratio in the delayed-cardioversion group, 0.97; 95% CI, 0.65 to 1.43) (Fig. 3). Among the patients who had a recurrence, the median time until the first episode was 12 days (range, 3 to 18) in the delayed-cardioversion group and 8 days (range, 2 to 18) in the early-cardioversion group.

The mean AFEQT global scores were 72±19 in the delayed-cardioversion group and 73±19 in the early-cardioversion group (difference, −1 point; 95% CI, −5.3 to 4.0). The mean scores on the AFEQT subscales were 73±22 and 72±21, respectively, for symptoms; 70±26 and 69±25 for daily activities; 75±20 and 78±19 for concern about treatment; and 72±24 and 70±26 for satisfaction with treatment.
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Treatment

In the delayed-cardioversion group, conversion to sinus rhythm within 48 hours occurred spontaneously in 150 of 218 patients (69%) who were receiving rate-control medication only and in 61 patients (28%) after delayed cardioversion (9 pharmacologic and 52 electrical) (Fig. 2B). Rate-control medication included beta-adrenergic receptor blocking agents (in 155 patients), nondihydropyridine calcium-channel blockers (in 5 patients), digoxin (in 13 patients), or a combination of these drugs (in 1 patient) (Table S5 in the Supplementary Appendix). In 42 patients (19%), rate control was achieved without adding negative dromotropic medication. During the index visit, electrical cardioversion was performed in 2 patients because of failed rate control in 1 and hypotension in the other. After randomization, 1 patient declined to participate in the wait-and-see approach and underwent pharmacologic cardioversion.

In the early-cardioversion group, conversion to sinus rhythm occurred spontaneously in 36 of 219 patients (16%) before the initiation of the cardioversion and in 171 (78%) after cardioversion (83 pharmacologic and 88 electrical) (Fig. 2B). Rate-control medication was given before cardioversion in 36 patients (Table S5 in the Supplementary Appendix). Early cardioversion was not performed in 5 patients, including 3 who declined cardioversion after randomization, 1 who had acute heart failure during the workup for cardioversion and received

Table 1. Characteristics of the Patients at Baseline.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Delayed Cardioversion (N = 218)</th>
<th>Early Cardioversion (N = 219)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age — yr</td>
<td>65±11</td>
<td>65±11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex — no. (%)</td>
<td>131 (60)</td>
<td>130 (59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical history — no. (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>118 (54)</td>
<td>133 (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>21 (10)</td>
<td>25 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myocardial infarction</td>
<td>24 (11)</td>
<td>13 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischemic stroke or transient ischemic attack</td>
<td>12 (6)</td>
<td>15 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHA2DS2-VASc score — no. (%)†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>36 (17)</td>
<td>33 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>47 (22)</td>
<td>42 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥2</td>
<td>135 (62)</td>
<td>144 (66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms — no. (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palpitations</td>
<td>188 (86)</td>
<td>193 (88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise-induced fatigue</td>
<td>55 (25)</td>
<td>60 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspnea</td>
<td>56 (26)</td>
<td>44 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest pain</td>
<td>54 (25)</td>
<td>44 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median heart rate during atrial fibrillation (IQR) — beats/min</td>
<td>123 (101–144)</td>
<td>125 (103–143)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication use — no. (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin K antagonist</td>
<td>34 (16)</td>
<td>34 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non–vitamin K oral anticoagulant</td>
<td>56 (26)</td>
<td>51 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiarrhythmic drug</td>
<td>46 (21)</td>
<td>53 (24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Plus–minus values are means ±SD. There were no significant differences between the two groups. Percentages may not total 100 because of rounding. Additional details regarding the baseline characteristics are provided in Table S7 in the Supplementary Appendix. IQR denotes interquartile range.
† The CHA2DS2-VASc score is a measure of the risk of stroke in patients with atrial fibrillation, with scores ranging from 0 to 9 and higher scores indicating a greater risk. Congestive heart failure, hypertension, an age of 65 years to 74 years, diabetes, and vascular disease are each assigned one point, and previous stroke or transient ischemic attack and an age of more than 75 years are assigned two points.
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rate-control medication, 1 who underwent successful delayed electrical cardioversion within 48 hours, and 1 who had spontaneous conversion later during the index visit. In the last patient, the attending physician decided to postpone cardioversion because of skipped doses of non–vitamin K oral anticoagulant medication. The treatments are shown in Figure S3 in the Supplementary Appendix.

**Table 2. Cardiovascular Complications during the Index Visit and during 4 Weeks of Follow-up.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complication</th>
<th>Index Visit(^a)</th>
<th>During 4 Weeks of Follow-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delayed Cardioversion (N = 218)</td>
<td>Early Cardioversion (N = 219)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>admission for heart failure</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ischemic stroke or transient ischemic attack</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unstable angina or acute coronary syndrome</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bradycardia or hypotension</td>
<td>1(†)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tachycardia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) The index visit was defined as the initial visit to the emergency department for all patients and included a next-day emergency department visit for delayed cardioversion as needed in the patients who were treated with a wait-and-see approach.

\(†\) This patient had sinus bradycardia, hypotension, and sinus arrest after delayed cardioversion at 48 hours, which was followed by hospital admission for rhythm observation.

\(‡\) After the infusion of flecainide, one patient had sinus arrest with asystole for 30 seconds, which necessitated temporary chest compressions until a return of spontaneous circulation.

\(§\) This patient had wide QRS tachycardia after the infusion of flecainide.
Atrial fibrillation in the two trial groups among 335 patients for whom telemetric ECG monitoring was available. The hazard ratio is for the delayed-cardioversion group compared with the early-cardioversion group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. at Risk</th>
<th>Early cardioversion</th>
<th>Delayed cardioversion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>171</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients/uni0020with/uni0020Recurrent/uni0020AF/uni0020(%)</td>
<td>150 138 130 121</td>
<td>147 134 120 114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The approaches to treating patients with recent-onset atrial fibrillation in the emergency department vary greatly. Early pharmacologic or electrical cardioversion is common practice. However, the wait-and-see strategy, with delayed cardioversion if needed within 48 hours after symptom onset, has several advantages for patients. First, cardioversion (along with its potential complications) may be avoided. Second, the time spent in the emergency department during the initial presentation may be reduced. Third, spontaneous conversions of atrial fibrillation may be observed, leading to fewer misclassifications of persistent atrial fibrillation. This factor may bear consequences for future rhythm-control strategies, which are considered to be less complex in patients with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation than in those with persistent atrial fibrillation.

Fourth, patients may have the experience that their arrhythmia terminated by itself, which may broaden their insight into treatment options.

In our trial, we found that early cardioversion shortened the time until conversion but did not increase the number of patients who eventually reached sinus rhythm, as compared with the wait-and-see approach. A potential advantage of shortening the time until conversion would be earlier elimination of symptoms and prevention of heart failure, syncope, cardiac or cerebral ischemic events, or progression to persistent atrial fibrillation. However, the wait-and-see strategy yielded similar clinical effects, including symptom control and durable sinus rhythm without signs of progression to persistent atrial fibrillation in almost all the patients. Furthermore, the patients’ quality of life was maintained in the delayed-cardioversion group. Delayed cardioversion with longer time spent in atrial fibrillation could promote stroke, but timely, guideline-based initiation of anticoagulation is expected to reduce the risk of stroke.

Our data suggest that the wait-and-see approach, including a second emergency department visit as needed, is not necessarily more time consuming than early cardioversion. This finding may be due to workup for sedation or drug infusion, waiting time for a sufficient fasting state before electrical cardioversion, or obligatory observation after cardioversion. An unplanned early cardioversion challenges the organization of care in generally overcrowded emergency departments. Pharmacologic cardioversion requires specific expertise in the administration of intravenous antiarrhythmic drugs by the treating cardiologist. Electrical cardioversion requires sedation, involving the expertise of an anesthesiologist. These circumstances may hamper prompt execution of cardioversion, especially since cardioversion in a clinically stable patient is usually not considered to be an emergency procedure. In contrast, almost all the patients in the delayed-cardioversion group could be discharged home after the administration of rate-control medication, regardless of conversion to sinus rhythm.

It cannot be stressed enough that it is mandatory to manage stroke risk appropriately in patients presenting to the emergency department with acute atrial fibrillation, independent of car-
dioversion strategy. In our trial, we stipulated initiation or continuation of appropriate anticoagulation for all high-risk patients. Nevertheless, two patients had a cerebral embolism: one occurred 5 days after spontaneous conversion while the patient was receiving dabigatran initiated at the index visit (score of 2 on the CHA\(2\)-VASc scale), and the other occurred 10 days after early electrical cardioversion while the patient was receiving rivaroxaban initiated at the index visit (score of 3 on the CHA\(2\)-VASc scale) (Table S6 in the Supplementary Appendix). Active cardioversion is considered an important trigger for stroke even in patients with recent-onset atrial fibrillation, but spontaneous conversion is also associated with stroke. In this respect, it is important to note that the focus on rate and rhythm control in recent-onset atrial fibrillation may shift physicians’ attention away from assessing stroke risk and initiation of antithrombotic treatment in the emergency department, especially in patients undergoing cardioversion. In addition, patients in whom the duration of atrial fibrillation is not known should not be subjected to either of the two strategies that were evaluated in this trial unless they are receiving adequate anticoagulation on a long-term basis or short-term anticoagulation after the exclusion of intraatrial thrombus on transesophageal echocardiography.

Several limitations of our trial should be mentioned. First, the trial was not powered to assess safety, although cardiovascular complications were infrequent in the two groups. Second, the reported incidence of recurrent atrial fibrillation within 4 weeks after randomization was no doubt an underestimation of the true recurrence rate since we used intermittent monitoring. Even so, the 4-week incidence of 30% illustrates the recurrent nature of recent-onset atrial fibrillation. Our finding that there was no significant between-group difference in recurrence rates suggests that the probability of recurrence of atrial fibrillation was not affected by management approach during the acute event.

In conclusion, among patients presenting to the emergency department with recent-onset, symptomatic atrial fibrillation, a wait-and-see approach was noninferior to early cardioversion in achieving sinus rhythm at 4 weeks.
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